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Abstract 

Despite the historical relationship between Sri Lanka and Greece via the ancient Silk Road on 
the sea, the classical Greek play has been introduced to monolingual Sinhala audiences only 
since the mid-twentieth century. This paper examines the play texts and cross-cultural 
performances of ancient Greek dramas in Sri Lanka between 1990- 2005. This paper also 
analyses effective theatrical practices and textual modification of the Greek plays in Sinhala, 
which are adapted by local academics and practitioners for different intentions. Furthermore, 
it examines enculturation, adaptation and translation effectiveness in the examples to provide 
a theoretical introduction to the translation and theatrical adaptation projects in the future.  
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Introduction 

This paper provides textual and performance analyses of the translations and 
adaptations of Ancient Greek plays in Sinhala in Sri Lanka between 1990 and 2005 to find an 
effective cross-cultural practice for this performance exchange. Academic disciplines such as 
drama and theatre performance, classical studies, translation studies, cultural studies, and 
literature studies differently interpret the work of translation or a cultural adaptation of a 
Greek play for a ‘host’ culture on their perspectives.  This investigation responds to that 
performance practice on the perspectives of   cross-cultural performance work as well as a 
translation of a Western canonical literature in another culture. As a limitation, though, the 
texts and the performances of classical Greek play presented in Sinhala in the mainstream of 
Sri Lanka are mostly covered, a slight possibility exists that there are some amateur 
productions are not discussed here. This work also only discusses the transportation of 
English translation of Greek play texts in to Sinhala language. 

Despite the historical relationship between Sri Lanka and Greece through merchant 
sailors and monks,ii Greek plays have been introduced (or was possibly re-introduced) 
through the English language after Sri Lanka’s exposure to British colonialism (1815-1948).iii 
However, Greek cross-cultural theatre history in the Sinhala theatre main stream started from 
Sagathaya, an adaptation of Aristophanes’ Clouds, performed by Henri Jayasena in 1957, based 
on Douglas Amarasekara’s script, Eththa Kumakda ( De Mel 1987: 53). There are ten 
publications in the Sinhala language of Greek play texts including two translations of 
Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex. In addition, eleven theatre productions of Greek plays were staged 
including five productions of Oedipus Rex up to 2005. Most of these translations are either 
literal translations or just text adaptations rather cross-cultural adaptations.  

One idea of an approach to a translation is that based on the principle of “complete 
equivalence”, which is thought to ensure the accuracy of a translation (Heylen 1993: 2). 
However, “complete equivalence” could be more difficult when transporting a text between 
two very different cultural contexts of Western and non-Western, as well as the time period of 
ancient and modern. In addition, it needs more consideration when transposing for 
monolingual (or mono-cultural) readers of a ‘different culture’.  

The general assumption for any translation is that it is destined to fail the original in 
some way, and have therefore traditionally been accorded a low academic status (Heylen 1993: 
2). Even so, Greek play translations in Sinhala from English language texts have increased for 
academic purposes in Sri Lankan education.  

Despite the majority of Greek play translations in Sinhala being translated from English 
language translations, Sinhala translations become the first exposure for monolingual readers 
in Sri Lanka. Also, most of the Sinhala translations considered in this paper are motivated for 
introducing a Greek play text for monolingual readers rather than a performance intended 
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process for theatre spectators. These translations take a “secondary” position, as they are 
translations of translations.  

Foley states: 

Every contemporary performance of a Greek tragedy must be an adaptation of sorts, since it 
involves translation of the language of the original and confronts a profound ignorance of the 
music, dance, and theatrical context that conditioned its first presentation. This impediment 
removes the barrier of language and theatrical convention faced. (1999:4) 

It is useful to consider which modifications are appropriate for Sri Lankan cross-cultural 
performances of Greek plays by reading through existing translations. However, there are no 
simple answers or models, but an evaluation of previous Greek play texts in Sinhala could 
deliver some suggestions for future translations or adaptations of Greek plays into Sinhala.                                                                          

Nine of Greek plays in publication in Sinhala and one unpublished text were presented 
to the Sinhala community readers until 2005. The majority of Greek plays in Sinhala were 
translated by Ariyawansa Ranaweera including two versions of Oedipus Rex and Antigone; 
Sinhala translations of Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound (Prometheus Bandana) in 1993, Euripides’ 
Trojan Women (Trojan Geheanu) published in 2001 and Sophocles’ Oedipus at Colonnes 
(Kolonnas hi Oedipus) in 2004. Seebal Jayakodi translated Euripides’ Medea, in 1996 and she 
translated Hippolytus in 1998. In addition, Aileen Siriwardana translated Sophocles’ Philoctetes 
in 2004. The surviving satyr, Sophocles’ Trackers, was translated in 1967 as Berahada, the play 
was produced in 1967 and 1999. The text was first published in 1991. In 1996, Walter 
Marasinghe translated Aristophanes’ comedy, Frogs, as Mahacharaya with a full text in 
Sinhala, but it remains unpublished. Sunanda Mahendra, adapted part of Aristophanes’ 
Clouds for his original Sinhala play, Socrates in 1990. This play referred to Clouds to reproduce 
the life and death of Socrates in Greece in the fifth century BCE. Moreover, lines or stanzas of 
Greek plays were translated into Sinhala for different purposes. For example, Kamani 
Jayasekara, published Sthri Wirodi in 2002, a based on several lines, characters and ideas of 
Aristophanes’ and Euripides’ plays. In addition, she translated a few lines of Aristophanes’ 
plays for her publication in Sinhala, Greeka Natyakaru Aristophanes, that introduces and 
evaluates Aristophanes’ plays for students and general readers in 2004.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

In most cases, translators had followed previous translation styles or find an appropriate 
structure for synchronizing a cross-cultural work. In other circumstances, mostly for academic 
purposes, some of these texts   have been transposed as a direct translation rather than an 
adaptation.  

Translations of Greek plays for Sinhala readers 

Existing Greek play texts in Sinhala are invariably translated from English. Perhaps the 
Sinhala translations of Greek plays are limited by the knowledge derived from the English 
language and therefore, the Sinhala translations of Greek plays can be considered as ‘second 
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generation’ creations (or third). A further concern about analysing Greek play translations 
into the Sinhala language is that translators, except Jayewardene who adapted Sophocles’ 
Trackers, do not indicate the sources or the name of the translator/ adaptor of their English 
language source. Thus, it was very difficult to identify that which modifications have been 
added to the Sinhala version of the play with respect to the English language source text. 

The experts in the particular culture could criticize many of translators, who do not 
have cultural knowledge of specific norms and expressions represented in the particular 
source text. Translations of Greek plays by practitioners in any other field have a risk of being 
challenged by experts in the field such as classical studies and cultural studies in Sri Lanka.  In 
spite of few, most of classical Greek play translators are experts in other subject area than 
recognized as experts in classical studies, or cultural studies, and never being professional 
translators.  They learn themselves throughout their experience in the translation tasks and 
through criticisms (if available) to maintain cultural norms and importance of expressions. 
Also, it is inevitable to compare a translation, if any other translation of the particular text is 
available. 

I will start with Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex as it has been translated five times (until 2005 ) 
which sets a record for it as the most translated or adapted Greek play in Sinhala. Oedipus Rex 
is based on a unique plot about a noble king driven by his fearful destiny in which he had 
unknowingly killed his father and then married his mother so his children are half-brothers 
and half-sisters. Shelagh Goonewardene mentions the production of Oedipus Rex, produced by 
students of the Tower Hall Theatre Foundation in 1981 as the first production of the Greek 
tragedy in Sinhala by Sophocles (Goonewardene 1994: 96). This student production was 
directed by Subhash Udgata, who was an expert from the National School of Drama in New 
Delhi, and the theatre text was based on a Sinhala translation by Chandi Goonatilleke from a 
Penguin English edition (Goonewardene 1994: 96-98). However, this claim to being the first 
production is contradicted by another workshop production of Oedipus Rex in Sinhala that 
was performed prior to the Tower Hall Theatre Foundation production, which was also 
performed by a workshop of students of Lionel Wendt Ranga Shilpa Shalaika in 1975 as 
Sagathaya (De Mel 1987: 53). Yet another production of Oedipus Rex was produced by an 
amateur theatre group called Little Theatre Group in English in 1962 (Goonethilleke 1994: 493). 
However, translations used in these productions are not available even in unpublished 
versions to identify their modifications. Nonetheless, a publication of Oedipus Rex was 
foremost among translations, published by Siri Ediriweera in 1973. It was republished as an 
academic publication for the University of Sri Jayewardenepura in 1988. After 1990, there were 
three productions of Oedipus Rex in Sinhala based on two translations: those of Siri 
Edireweera translated in 1973 and Ariyawansa Ranaweera’s in 1990. There is a revised version 
of Oedipus Rex by Ariyawansa Ranaweera in 2004, which is a modification to his earlier 
version of 1990. 
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I set Siri Ediriweera’s translation as an initiative to this comparative study. Ediriweera’s 
work is prominent in many ways as it carries the main structure of Greek play style in addition 
to which as the first university approved text for the Oedipus Rex. As a main highlight of 
Ediriweera’s translation, the choric parts in Sinhala were divided into two sections as strophe 
and anti-strophe, as choral odes were split in the ancient Greek tragedies (Walton 1991: 174). 
This is the only translation, which has used this formation in any publication. A survey of the 
classical Greek play translations texts in Sinhala reveals that they have either taken a blank 
verse style or created lyrical and poetic language.  In The language style of Ediriweera’s 
translation of Oedipus Rex uses a combination of blank verse and songs to structure the play. 
His choric parts are adapted on short and rhythmic structures in comparison with 
Ranaweera’s work.  

j¾;k .S;h 01 

.dhlfhda (  

fi;a isrs fok iod  

wemf,da foú÷ jikd  

fv,ams foaj ue÷f¾A 

.efhhs foaj .S;d 

l=ulafoda bka ;Snia jeis jQ 

i;fj; f.fkkd foaj wkdjels 

ukqf,da i;yg ish¨q jsm;a ysos 

iod irKjk foú÷qks wemf,da 

mjikq uek oeka foaj uqfjka Tfís  

wm fjkqfjka we;s foaj ksfhda.h     

 (Ediriweera’s translation 1988: 3-4) 

Ranaweera, who has the account for the most translation works of the Classical Greek 
plays than any translator did, considers that his translations will exist until an improved 
translation is done by a bilingual expert of both Greek and Sinhala languages (Ranaweera 
2001: Preface). So, he revised his some texts for the other editions, which are mostly noticeable 
in this translation edition for the Oedipus Rex. For example, some lines of the English 
translation were probably misinterpreted in Ranaweera’s first translation. Specifically, when 
Oedipus tells the chorus about his message to Teiresias, he says, 
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Oedipus: I have not overlooked it. I have sent for him- It was a Creon’s 
advice- twice I have sent for him, and am much surprised he is not already here. 
(Watling 1974: 33) 

The line that indicates ‘twice’ is vital for the plot, and this is missed in the first 
translation. Moreover, some cultural concepts such as mortal man and his relationship to the 
gods (Mikalson 1991: 29-32) were changed in the first translation. 

w( kdhl : wemf,da foús|qqkaf. fk;a folska f,dj olshs¡ 

            wm mQcl;=ud f;frAishdia 

            wm fidhd fjfyfik lreK 

            oekf.k yelsjkq ksh;hs Tyqf.ka¡  

Bvsmia (    ta .ek oekgu lghq;= lf<ñs  

            fl%fhdka o ug Th Wmfoia oqkafkysh 

            okajd hejqfjñs leojdf.k tkak Tyq  

            jrla fkdj fojrlau oq;hka hejqfjus 

            tfy;a mqoquhla Tyq meusKsfha keye ;ju;a   

(Ranweera’s translation 2004: 50) 

Ranaweera’s second translation differed from the first mainly through the language 
style and advances of translation techniques that represented more cultural customs. He also 
corrected several important phrases and words he had omitted in the first edition. In addition, 
in the second translation, Ranaweera contributes more stage directions. Though, the original 
manuscripts do not contain stage directions, number of English translations inserts stage 
direction for the convenience of their readers. I assume that Ranaweera follows the same 
motivation as many English translators of the classical Greek play texts to ease the readability 
of the Sri Lankan monolingual/monoculture readers. 

^;Snfha rc ueoqr bosrsmsg ñsás fodrls¡ fõosldj ue| .,ska ksujk ,o 
foõ iqrejula fjhs¡ 

w¾O - kr i;ajhd úiska weiQ mekhg ms<s;=re oS Bämia rg md,kh 
lsrSug Ndr f.k iEfyk l,ls¡ ta w;r ÿ¾NsIhlska ;Snh fj<df.k we;¡ 
mqclhska iuQyhla yd msysg b,a,kakka iuQyhla ìÿKq uqyqKska meusfK;s¡ 
meñsK f,dïs fros t;= w;= rsls,s w,a;drh u; ;n;s¡ 

fodrgqj újD; fjhs¡ wdrlaIl Nghska iu.Z Bvsmia rc meusfKa¡ Tyq 
Wodrïsh¡ uoZ fkdkaäshla muKla we;. fifuka ;u jeishka foi n,hs¡& 
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Bvsmia (  

leâuia jxYfhys w,q;a f,a kyr; ÿqjk  

          orejks 

    je|Z jefguska je;sfruska ud mqoiqk wi,  

          l=ula o fïs lrkd wdhdpkh  

          kqjr w<,d me;sfrhs lmqre ;=jr,d 

          ms<siaiS kef.k OQuh 

          u<jqka ksidfjka k.k ÿqla wf|dakd 

          me;sfrhs yeu w; 

          msysgg flfkl= ke;aoehs kef.hs yvZ fodr fodr 

          fkdlvjd 

          ;;= oek.kak mKsjsvlrejl= fkdtjd 

          meusKsfhñs ud u Tn fj;  

          oks;s Tn ud ljqrekaoehs  

          uu fjñs f,dj mis÷ Bvsmia 

 (Ranaweera’s translation 2004: 37) 

Antigone is a ‘middle tragedy’ representing the strong female character of Antigone, the 
one of the daughters of Oedipus, facing a tragic destiny because Oedipus killed his father and 
married his mother. Ariyawansa Ranaweera has a second edition of Antigone in Sinhala similar 
to the Oedipus Rex translation. Perhaps, the second version arose because Ranaweera needed to 
reconsider the translation when Antigone was recommended as an academic textbook in the 
Sri Lankan curriculum. In the first publication, Ranaweera mentioned that the motivation for 
the translation was to present the spirit of a brilliant manuscript to Sinhala readers rather than 
a more literal translation (Sophocles 1991:7). Except for the contextual meaning of some words, 
the language structure exhibits significant changes in the second translation. These language 
changes can be seen in the ‘choric odes’, which are more lyrical than in the first version. 

w;aje, (  

wfyda fus kus uyd t<shls 

  m;s; fjhs ysre lsrK yeu w;  
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  ;Snfha i;a uy fodrgq u; 

  m;s; ù oi w;u osoq,k 

  fujka t<shla fkdõKs uska fmr 

  wyi rkajka ;shq<q jQ fk;  

  rd;a;srs .k÷re kid,k 

  v¾ia .xosh u; je;srf.k  

  kej; kej;;a iok ms<sìUq 

 (Ranaweera’s translation 2004: 236) 

In contrast, the same lines of the first version were created as follows: 

^;Snia {dKjDXhkaf.ka iEos w;aje,a lKavdhu fõsosldjg msúsfi;s& 

w;aje,a lKavdhu  (  

wmf.a mqrjr keiSug wd mr i;=re fiakd kid  

  m<jd oeuQ uy ysre r÷g ch fõjd v¾ia  

  .Õ osh u; Wod jqKq wreK ierfoajd 

  i;=re n, uqtq oyia .Kkska msrsjrd wjqoska 

reÿre jofkka neK k.d f.k wm jgd irñska    

f.dÿqr jg fldg jgj fldgkd il=Khl= ús,iska  
 (Ranaweera’s translation 1991: 14) 

 The modes of expression for these verses represent most of the first translation of 
Antigone. But general readers could understand these, as they are of familiar poetic and prose 
styles. However, it is interesting that one of the verses in the first translation below has not 
been changed in the second version of Ranaweera’s because it was established and quoted in 
academic texts in Sri Lanka.  

w;aje,:	  

il, f,da l=i ird ne¨qjo 

weoao fm%auh iosis n,hla¡ 

fldhs ljr n,hla we;;a f,dj  
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ysia kuhs fm%auh bosrsfha 

yd;ami usys;,h jiuska  

isÿq l=fiys ueo jqjo ys|sñska 

meyem;e;s uqyqfKl ne,au ;=<  

/l boka ie.jù n,df.k  

.kshs jif.g foõs krka ieu (…).   

 (Ranweera’s translation 1991: 43) 

The language and translation style of Ranaweera’s first Oedipus Raja and Antigony 
translations have continued in his other translations, Prometheus Bandana and Trojan Gaheanu. 
Despite the fact that Prometheus Bandana, a translation of Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound, was 
the only Sinhala language publication of a Greek play by Aeschylus at the time, the text has 
not been fully produced in the Sinhala theatre. This may be because the plot of Prometheus 
Bound does not support for dramatic action and choreographic expectations of a modern 
audience.  

Similarly, Ranaweera’s translation of Sophocles’ Oedipus at Colonusiv,  Colonus hi Oedipus, 
which is  one of the plays of the Three Theban plays,v has not been produced until 2006, and 
remains as a literal translation as  Prometheus Bandana (Prometheus Bound). Despite the fact that 
three separate plays: Oedipus Rex, Antigone and Oedipus at Colonus, were written at different 
times, they become a unity as a story of one family in Thebesvi. The language style of the 
translation is less lyrical and uses prose unlike Ranaweera’s other translations because he may 
intend to introduce the particular play without much changing the expression from the 
English translation. 

Euripides’ Medea and Hippolytus have many similarities in the stories with popular two 
stories/legends of Sri Lanka. Though it is not highlighted, the similarity of the stories of the 
two cultures could be the one of possible inspiration of the translator Seebal Jayakodi for her 
selections.    

Medea is a notable Greek tragedy by Euripides and represents a powerful female 
character. The plot of Medea is about the revenge of Medea, who has been betrayed by her 
husband Jason. Jason expects to marry a new princess for a royal legacy, and discards Medea 
who takes revenge on the new wife and her father. The murder of the new bride takes place 
with the sending of a poisoned wedding dress. Then, Medea kills her own children to hurt 
Jason. The saga of Medea has much similarity to the Sinhala legend of Kuweanie. Kuweanie 
was an indigenous queenvii in ancient Sri Lanka, who was betrayed by her husband Vijaya. He 
was a prince from another country and took the kingdom of ancient Sri Lanka with the 
support of Kuweani, who killed her relatives for him as Medea did for Jason. Kuweani faces 
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the same destiny as Medea when she was betrayed and banished with their son and daughter 
by Vijaya. The local legend of Kuweani has been transformed to a variety of theatre stylesviii in 
Sri Lanka including Nadagam, Nurthi, and a mix of realistic and non-realistic theatre styles. 
Despite the similarities in both stories, the translation of Medea by Jayakodi did not draw on 
folk theatre style or modern theatre styles in Sri Lanka. Still the translation could be justified 
as introducing a Greek play to a different culture or showing universality of the 
story/characters/actions, or comparing many similarities of cultural references in both 
cultures.ix  

A translation of Euripides Hippolytus by Seebal Jayakodi has transposed the text as 
happened with Medea. The story of Hippolytus shows similarities to the pre-life of Buddha 
Gotham.x Hippolytus is the son of Theseus who worships the virgin goddess Artemis. Theseus 
is away from home, and his young bride Phaedra, the stepmother of Hippolytus, falls in love 
with Hippolytus and tries to conceal her sentiment. Hippolytus rejects her and is very angry 
about her betrayal of his father. Phaedra commits suicide leaving a suicide note to her 
husband. The letter is to convince her husband, and falsely accuses Hippolytus for violating 
her.  The local story, Mahapaduma Jathakaya, from the Buddhist literature has close parallels 
to Hippolytus. Mahapaduma who is the son of a king in a previous birth of Buddha Gotham, 
was killed by his father, and his stepmother seeks revenge for the rejection of her love. The 
local story has been translated and produced with a modification of the Nadagam theatre style 
by Ediriweera Sarachchandra in his original, Lomahansa. Nevertheless, Jayakodi translated 
Hippolytus without cultural modification to the Sri Lankan story as she did with Medea. Also 
Jayakodi did not mention that the importance of the play is that Hippolytus is the only 
surviving text` which shows death on stage which Greeks did not usually do as a theatre 
practice. The language style of Hippolytus is the same as her earlier translation. 

 fyosh ( l=ulao Tn B<.g lshkakg yokafka@ 

  fusl kus msiaiqjla" orej: 

  jkfhys t<suyka fmfofiys 

  lef,a isjsmdjqka ovhus lrkakg 

  uq, oS Tn ìsh.=,q jqkd, 

  oeka úh<s je,s udj;l  

  isák wYajfhl=g;a  

  we;a;gu, wkd.; jla;D flfkl=g 

  oqIalru lghq;a; fuhhs, wkqudk lrkakg  

  Tfns fomiska isg Tnj f.khkafka 
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  l=uk fojshkao  

  m%lD;s isysh bj;alr myr fokjd Tngu: 

*Sv%d ( l=ula o ud lrkafka @ 

  ud ux uq,d ù weúoskjdo @  

  udf.a is; uf.ka wE;a ù .syska  

  fldfyao, fldfyao @ ud Wu;=fj,d isgskafka 

  foúshka ud iam¾Y lf<a msiaiqfjka"  

  wfyda uf.a fYdalh 

  ohdnr fiúsldj, uf.a fõ,h kej; fokak:  

  ug ,ecachs is;kakg 

  l=ula o ud lSfõ lsh,d 

  uf.a uqyqK jikak, 

  uf.a oEiska lÿt je.sfrkjd 

  uu ,ecacfjkaa r;afj,d 

  ksjeros is; ;=<g 

  lgql fjsokdj wdmiq tkjd 

  tfukau, lgql fõsokdj wvq fkdùS 

  Wu;= nj b;srsfj,d 

  th b;d fyd|hs 

  lsisjla fkdoekSu bkamiqj urKhg m;afjsjS     

 (Jayakodi’s translation 1998: 32-33)      
      

The above lines of Hippolytus can be found in Jayasekara’s Sthri Wirodi that recreated a 
story from one incident of Aristophanes’ Frogs, and several parts of Euripides’ plays. 

fiajsldj( fg%dhsika mqrfha ;Sishia rcQf.a ìsrs| fldhs;rus wirK ùS we;ao @ 
fusl kïs fyd| fmakhla wykavu wjYH fohla. fudk 
fohsfhdo fuhdf. T¨qj wjq,a lr, ;sfhkafk @ 
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*Sv%d( wfka fojshfka ug wkqlusmd lrkav! fudkjo uu lf<a @ yrs 
isysfhka uu fldhs;rus wE;g .uka l<do @ ug msiaiq yeos,d 
ysgsfh¡ n,j;a fojsfhla ug Ydm lr,. fudkjo uu 
lrkafka? ug fudkj fjhso @ lreKdlr uf.a uqyqK 
jikak. ug ,ecachs uu fudkjd lsõsjo lsh, ys;kavj;a¡ 
wdhs;a l÷q¨lvd yef,kj. uf.a uqyqK js,sfhka r;=fj,d¡ yrs 
isysfhka isásk tl fjsokdjla ta;a isysh jslD;sjSu jdjkav 
neye¡ fyd|u foa fïs lsisjla .ek ys;kafka ke;sj uers, hk 
tlhs¡ 

 (Jayasekara’s translation 2002: 42) 

However, the language styles of Jayasekara’s translation are different to Jayakodi’s 
translation. Jayasekara was presenting the concept of Euripides’ plays by using her own 
creation and in prose rather than poetic language. In contrast, Jayakodi has followed previous 
translation styles such as those used for Oedipus Rex and Antigone by Ranaweera. Comparing 
the lyrical and dialogue parts of Medea and Hippolytus with the dialogue and lyrical parts of 
Ranaweera’s early translation shows that both language structures are similar. Moreover, 
Medea and Hippolytus have not been produced for the Sinhala audience until 2006.  

It is interesting to note that the female translator, Seebal Jayakodi, translated Greek 
tragedies like Medea and Hippolytus, which present powerful (or complex) female characters. 
Moreover, Antigone also represents a powerful female character and this production was 
produced by a female director Somalatha Subasingha, with the character of Antigone 
performed by her daughter, Kushalya Fernando. Certainly, there is a correlation between the 
translator’s and director’s feminist intentions and their selections of s. Similarities between 
local legends and foreign ones would be effective for Medea and Hippolytus. 

Aileen Siriwardana translates Philoctetes from English translations of Sophocles’ Philoctetes. 
Philoctetes is one of the surviving tragedies, which do not have as many tragic incidents in the 
plot as other ancient Greek tragedies. According to the translator, the main intention of the 
translation was to introduce a Greek to the Sinhala readers and students who study Greek 
play as a subject in Western Classical Culture in Sri Lankan universities. Siriwardana hasxi 
used prose throughout her translation, even the choric songs of the have considerable 
structural changes. 

.dhl msrsi (   

fus usksyd fldfya bkakjd we;a o@ 

  wirKhd¡ 

fkfhdmafgd,uia (  

jeäsh oqr fjkak nE. fldr .y.y  
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  hkak we;s lkak fudl=;a fidhdf.k 

  tkak¡ lshk yegshg kïs, Tyq f.a  

  lrorhg msysg fjkak lsisfjl= ke;=j" 

  Tyq fõsokd ú|suska u oqkafkka yd 

  B;,j,ska ovhus lrñska csj;a fjkafka¡ 

.dhl msrsi (   

ksielfhka u oqlanr osúshls 

  usksfila fuh, i;Hhla u h¡  

ukqIHfhla ke; l;d lrkakg,  

  ;ksju mdtfõ b;ska  

  fõsokd ús| ord.kakg 

  msysgjkakg fkdue; lsisfjla, 

  fujka oqla rdYshla Wiq,d  

  isásk Tyqf.a  

  isysúl,a jkakg o bv we;¡  

(Siriwardana’s translation 2004:27). 

Siriwardana also uses borrowed words from English for her translation. In one English 
to Sinhala example, words such as ‘sir’ or ‘sire’ or ‘lord’ have been translated into Sinhala as 
‘W;=udfKks’ (Uthumanani) or ‘uy;auhdfKks’( Mahathmayanani)  or ‘iajduSks’(Suwamini). 
However, Siriwardana translates the meaning into Sinhala simply as ‘irA’ (sir) using a loan 
word from the English language when Neoptolemus addresses Odysseus.  

fkfhdmafgd,uia (  

TvSishia i¾ 

t;rus oqr n,kak hkak Tske kE. Tn 

úsia;r lrk úsosfha .=ydjla ;sfhkjd¡ 

TvSishia (    

Tn isgsk ;ekg by<ska o ? my<ska o ? 
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 (Siriwardana’s translation 2004:18). 

In general, a translation from English to Sinhala needs to consider language structure of 
both languages. The syntactic structure of the Sinhala language is subject, object and verb 
(SOV), which contrasts to the syntactic structure of English, which is subject, verb and object 
(SVO) (Balagalla 1995: 163). It is obvious that the differentiation of word sequence give 
different interpretations to the actual meaning of the translation. The order of words has been 
changed in the Sinhala text to express the verbal meaning and rhythm of the language. Poetic 
mixed language structure was the key factor that is applied in the majority translations of 
Greek plays. Therefore, the grammatical word order in the Sinhala language is changed to 
create a poetic word order. For example some chorus lines have been changed in a different 
syntactic structure, which is verb, object and subject, (VOS). Hence, it is notable that these 
translations retain meaning but do not correspond to the order of the Sinhala language 
structure.  

Adaptations of the Greek plays in Sinhala 

Choosing ancient Greek theatre for an Asian audience may not transcend the limits of 
culture because both have similar theatre conventions between realistic and non-realistic. 
Scholars and practitioners in non-Western countries in South-East Asia and in South Asian 
countries, such as China, Japan and India, attempt to illustrate similarities between Greek 
theatre style and their own indigenous theatre styles. As Foley says the use of mask, dance, 
music, ritual, and poetry in Eastern and other world theatre traditions not only overlaps with 
that of Greek tragedy, but offers an opportunity to bring to life those aspects of ancient play 
that are alien to the tradition of Western nineteenth-century realism (1999: 2).  It can be seen in 
some case studies, like Luo Chan’s Greek play adaptation in China, that similarities are 
maintained such as an open-space theatre with three sides surrounded by the audience, two 
fixed doors for entrances and exits, and the use of exaggerated facial expressions and speech, 
singing and music common to Greek theatre and traditional Chinese Xiqn (Tain 2006: 253). 
This process hypothesizes common theatrical elements from cultural conventions, 
encompassing acting, music and dance styles that some non-Western (and some Western) 
theatre directors expect to encourage excitement and enthusiasm through experimenting 
with theatre similarities and differences in synchronizing conventions. In addition, 
transposing a play from one culture to another culture suggests sharing and borrowing from 
the original context of the play but it also suggests the possibility of re-interpretation. Because 
of differences between cultures and times, most of the literal translations and theatrical 
adaptations to Sri Lanka require some sort of cultural adaptation. As Linda Hutcheon argues, 
in transfers from a telling to a performance mode, differences of philosophy, religion, national 
culture, gender, or race can create gaps that need filling by dramaturgical considerations that 
are as likely to be kinetic and physical as linguistic (2006: 150). 

The production named Trojan Kanthawo showed noticeable changes to vary the 
translation and allow a modern interpretation of war and war victims. This is an example of 
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how a Greek tragedy is received by the contemporary world that it permits a political response 
to irresolvable, extreme situations without being crudely topical (Foley 1999:3). Darmasiri 
Bandaranayaka and Ananda Wakkumbura using Ranaweera’s translation Trojan Gaheanu 
created the production text. Ranaweera’s translation followed his literal translation 
techniques and intentions, and uses poetic language styles. The stage adaptation was modified 
to emphasize the director’s intentions, therefore, some textual lines were edited and language 
style changed for general readers. The changes can be obviously seen in the example from the 
following lines of Trojan Geheanu by Ranaweera (2001), which compare with the subsequent 
example from the theatre version of Trojan Kanthawo that modified the translation to be 
simple and more lyrical. 

fylfn(  Tfidjm,a,d kqU,df.a ysia wM ¥Q,s u;ska 

   kqU,d olskafka wm okakd fg%dAc rdcHh fkdfjs 

   rdc rdc ue;s¥Qka ñshf.dia mrf,dj f.dia yudrh 

   oeka b;ska js| ord .ks,a,d mqM mqMjka úoshlg 

(Ranaweera 2001: 10) 

fylfí( wjdikdjka; .eyeKsh ! je;sr ysoskd wM ¥Q,s u;,  

Tfidjkak Tfís ysi f., fl,ska ;ndf.k, 

fmdf<da ;,fhka Wvg"   

  fldyso oeka u;=jg ;j;a fg%da`c kqjrla@ 

  ñsh f.disks th i|ygu¡ 

  tfia kïlshkq uek ;jÿrg;a 

  flf,i /cskla fjñs o uu fuys@ 

  fjkia ùS we; wfma ffojh 

  tneúska ús| ord .kq uekj Tfns brKu¡  

   (Bandaranayke and Wakkubura’s adaptation 2000: 5) 

Rathnasri Wijesingha, a leading Sri Lankan songwriter, replaced the chorus songs of the 
Trojan Kanthawo production later with lyrics. The most notable modification of the theatre 
version of Trojan Kanthawo however was that it applied contemporary images of war by using 
modern armed vehicles and soldiers although the  is set in an ancient world. Wijegunasingha 
writes: 
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The remarkable success of Bandaranayka’s production is due not only to the fact that it 
powerfully conveys the essential content of Euripides’ work, but also because the staging 
satisfactorily accomplishes the difficult task of generating in the minds of the spectators the 
mood and atmosphere contained in the original play.  

This success is due in large measure to the fact that Bandaranayka has been sensitive to 
something that had to be taken into consideration if a like the The Trojan Women, which 
belongs to the Western classical tradition of drama, was to be successfully staged in a country 
like Sri Lanka. (Wijegunasingha 2000: 4) 

Berahanda was another famous Greek play adapted in 1967 by Bandula Jayawardana and 
also edited and produced again in 1998 by Lucian Bulathsinghela. The manuscript of 
Berahanda was based on the Tracker (Ichneutae) by Greek dramatist Sophocles in the sixth 
century B.C.E .The Tracker or Ichneutae is the only surviving satyr play by Sophocles found at 
Oxyrhynchus in Egypt in 1907 as 400 lines of what was probably about 800 lines in length. 
There are several English versions of Ichneutae that completed and recreated missing lines 
based on Greek Myths. The Berahanda adaptation was based on R.L. Green’s translation into 
English (Jayawardana 2004: 22). According to Jayawardana, the appropriateness of the 
original text for structural changes in different cultural contexts was the motivation for the 
selection (Jayawardana, 2004: 8). Berahada adapts the story of the god Hermes, who steals 
Apollo’s cows and who makes the lyre when he was seven day old. The play is appropriate for 
Sinhala culture because characters show cultural similarities. The god Apollo might be 
adapted to the sun god (Hiru Devi) and satyrs to local devils Gopalu yakkuxii. Hermes was 
translated as Panchasica, who is a musician and a god of India, and described in Buddhist 
stories. Those adaptations contributed significant structural changes to Berahanda that are 
relevant to Sri Lankan audiences. Most of the English translations of Icneutae begin with the 
epilogue by Apollo. However, Jayawardana recreates extra lines as a prologue, or Nandixiii in a 
Sanskrit, for the Berahanda, which describes the plot and performances of Greek sailors to the 
Sri Lankan audience. In Jayawardana’s opening, the Greek sailors describe the style of the 
play, name of the author, and the intended modifications for an audience from a different 
culture.  

           .%Sl fj<| msrsi ^ i;a fofkla &meusK .dhkh lr;s.  

ius|q isoqy;a f.dhqus f.d;a uqks - keu|Zq ks;s l, iod ne;sfhka  

us<s|q krks|Zq k.ZZd fiai;a  - rch l< .kaOdr foafika  

uqyqoq mia lr l;r miq lr - meusKs ,l fj<oZdu rsisfhka 

fj<|q fjuq wms hjk cd;sl irk - rg rg fndfy` fjfyfika 

lrka wjika ish,q .kqfokq - hkag ieriS b;d repsfhka(…)   
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fj<oZ kdhlhd (  

;j jsia;r jqjukd keye oeka b;ska  

wms wm bosrsfha bkak fus  W;a;uhskag  

wfma kdgHh r.Z olajuq. us;%jreks,  

^wksla fj<oZqka wu;uska &  

wms r.Z olajkakg f;`rd f.k ;sfhkafk 

wfma u .S%l iegrA jrA.fha kdgHhla jk 

blafkjqgdb kdgHh. ,lajdiSka i|Zyd 

uu tal fnr yvZ lsh,d kus l<d(…)     

(Jayawardana’s adaptation 2004: 27-28) 

The language structure consists of Sri Lankan folk song style and prose. In the 
beginning, the play introduces the story in folk song style.xiv Some lyrics were based on 
commonly used folk song melodies such as thunsaranaxv and thovil kawixvi. The new 
production applied a symbolic and simple set design. However, the characters of Gopalu Yakku 
(Satyrs) wore half-masks so that the director could mix the performers’ identity and gender as 
a dramatic technic for employing both male and female actors for the characters of sailors and 
Gopalu Yakku.  

Similarly, Aristophanes’ Frogs was structurally changed to Mahacharya.xvii The 
characters of the play were adapted into local characters. In order to take an esteemed poet 
from Hades, the God Dionysiusxviii starts a journey to Hades with his slave. Dionysius is 
changed to the local god Sukra.xix In addition, local scholars replaced the two great poets, 
Aeschylus and Euripides. However, the scholars were not specified as those who live in Sri 
Lanka, and their characters were created as stereotypes from different Western and Eastern 
cultures.  The simplicity of the dialogue form of the play was similar to Berahada. Even so, the 
lyrical quality was less pronounced and instead ordinary spoken Sinhala was used with 
dramatic irony. 

 

f;d (  

tal yrs f,aishs¡ fuydg jfrka fh`daOfhd,biairyg fjhka¡ ^yrs 
.iaiuñska & yn,amdrj,a fol ;=k josk fldg wefyhs fydoZ 
ix.S;hla"jefvs myiq fjkav¡  

Yl% (  
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  ^ixf;`daIfhka& ix.S;hla 

f;d ( 

  Tjs Tjs osh uevsfhd¡ yrsu wf.hs¡  

Yl% ( 

wmQrehs, fydoZhs tfykx ug uq, w,a,,d fokjd ^ ix.S;h 
wefikakg fjhs¡ & 

  ^fofok ;d,hg wkqj Trej moshs¡ & 

  ^miq ìsñka wefik osh ueäs .S;h& 

  fn%flfl fllaia fldjelaiaa fldjelaiaa // 

  wms fjuq ix.S; uKavqlfh` wm jdfia u f.dfydreo j.=re 

  yrs uOqr hs wm .hkd .Sfha msyskd hk úsg u;=msg j;=re// 

jeysodg ?g wm m%S;s .S; .hkd jQ l,lg ixf;`daIfha .S;// 

  l¾K ridhk fjs wm .S yv l¾K ridhk fjs 

  fn%flfl fllaia (...). 

 ( Marasinghe’s adaptation 1999: 6) 

It is ironic that although the entire play was adapted to Sinhala culture, the sound of the 
Frogs was retained an English sound, “brackers brackers” and this differs in sound in the 
Sinhala language such as ‘bauka bakas, baka bakas’. In addition, Mahacharya uses several 
loan-words from the English Language such as ‘fcd,s uEka’(jolly man), ‘wevsjhsirA’ (adviser), 
and ‘fvd,rA’ (dollar). 

 The common theatrical elements of both Greek tragedies and comedies in Sinhala use 
simple and symbolic set designs except with Trojan Kanthawo. The simplicity of set design 
would be ideal to transport the production with mobile theatre groups as usually happens in 
the Sri Lankan mainstream theatre. Face painting or prosthetic make-up was applied in every 
Greek dramatic production in Sinhala excluding Berahanda, a new production, which used 
half-masks. 

It was obvious that the productions of Oedipus Rex in Sinhala after 1990 also used ancient 
settings with some modifications. Most productions commonly referred to colorful costumes, 
a symbolic set, and contemporary music. Instead of using Greek theatre masks, all 
productions favored the application of character make-up designs. However, Rathnayaka’s 
production added extra theatre elements to the beginning and ending of the theatrical 
production. The begins with the action of the chorus, which carries fire torches to light some 
special torches in the set, while accompanied by tragic theme music from percussion and 
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wind instruments with a female singing. The end of the production was also modified, and 
dramatized to show the banishment of the Oedipus character. Oedipus walks away from the 
stage through the seated audience. These modifications emphasized the feeling of tragedy at 
the end of the performance, and brought the audience into the mood gradually after the 
modified beginning. The beginning of Berahanda and Rathnayaka’s production of Oedipus can 
have been prompted new interpretations for the audiences because the extra acts of those 
productions may give an opportunity to the audience for preparing the mood or follow the 
director’s interpretation before they watch the action of the original unfolding. 

Mostly, Greek comedies and a satyr adaptation in Sinhala have proved that they can be 
adapted into new theatrical structures and local cultural contexts. This kind of practice 
mirrors some features of both non-syncretic, which is local theatre tradition, become a 
dominant during the integration with a Western story, and transcultural theatre in order to 
transcend culture-specific codification for reaching a more universal human condition (Lo 
and Gilbert 2002:35-38). However, Greek tragedies in Sinhala have not been as successfully 
adapted as comedies or re-created as comparable to Chinese adaptations of Hebei Benagzixx by 
Luo Jinin (Tian 2006: 252) or any adaptation of Shakespearean work in Nadagam theatrexxi in 
the early Sri Lankan stage. However, in any position, transposing a play text should be 
successful if translators are motivated by the staging of the text or have visualized the text 
during the translations.  

Conclusion 

Though it is hard to theorized, there are some patterns can be seen as intentions for 
transposition of classical Greek plays to Sri Lanka. For example: 1) to introduce a new play 
text, as study materials; 2) to have a cultural capital (in the concept of Marx and Bourdieu) 
through working with a canonical play; 3) due to socio-political motivations — some directors 
want to  select curtain classical Greek plays  to indicate the current socio-political practice of 
the country which is similarly represented in the historical  context; 4) inspirations due to the 
canonical theatrical convention; 5)  to do a better translation/performance than the previous 
creative work; and 6) academic interests.  

 The majority of translations of tragedies show no major changes in language styles and 
there are no noticeable cultural modifications in the last decade of Sinhala translations of 
Greek tragedies except for the theatre adaptation of Trojan Kanthawo. It is apparent that most 
translators intend to preserve the cultural context of the original and introduce this cultural 
text to Sinhala readers. In some cases, it appears to be useful to translate an ancient Greek 
theatre text both ways for Sinhala- speaking readers and/or audiences for different purposes.  

Most translations use poetic structure rather than the folk song style of Sri Lanka, which 
consists of four lines that produce a rhythm and structure in the verse. In addition, the 
language styles of translated tragedies refer to literary language in most cases. However, 
Sinhala adaptations of Greek comedies contrast with translations of tragedies in language 
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style and the degree of cultural shifts. Comedies are adapted to the local Sri Lankan cultural 
context more commonly by characters and local concepts. Those adaptations apply lyrical 
language styles from both Western and non-Western theatre. They use a combination of free 
style lyrical, Sri Lankan folk song structure, and literary language and contemporary speaking 
Sinhala as effective elements for comedies although these might be applied with some 
modifications, to the tragedies.  

The theatre process of the Trojan Kanthawo showed an effective way, with both a literal 
translation and theatre version, in which to present an ancient Greek play to both readers and 
audiences in Sri Lanka. Perhaps, the process would be ideal if one could create two different 
contexts for different readers, who have varying degrees of knowledge and understanding of 
ancient Greek play, and it is beneficial to modify the text for a cultural requirement and the 
director’s intention to develop the significance of a production. 

In my view, Greek plays are “disempowered” in Sri Lankan cultural space though they 
are considered as being canonicals. Despite the universality of human experiences, beliefs, 
customs, historical backgrounds, characters’ relationships to each other do not function in 
another culture at a different time. Hence, for performances, practitioners/adopters need to 
consider more strategies to close the gap, whether they are working on a translated script or 
working through an adaptation processes.  
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Notes; 
i This paper is mainly driven from the thesis awarded Master of Arts by Research degree conducted at the 
Latrobe University, Australia. (Dandeniya 2007).  

ii Ancient Sri Lanka was a popular trade junction for sea merchants from the West and the Far East.  Roman 
writers such as Onesicritus, Eratosthenes, Strabo and Pliny wrote about the country (Mendis 1965: 116-121). 
iii Greek language was a subject in the Sri Lankan education curriculum during the British colonial period. 
iv The plot of the Oedipus at Colonus begins with Oedipus, a banished king of Thebes  coming to Athens. In the 
play, Oedipus cursed his sons, who will fight each other, and who voice the need for his banishment. In addition, 
Oedipus, who became a powerful human spirit after a long time of suffering, gives his power to Athens and its 
people since it protected his daughters from their relatives who wished to take them away by force following a 
prophecy.  
v Oedipus Rex, Antigone and Oedipus at Colonus, were written at different times, they become a unity as a story of 
one family in Thebes. Antigone is one of Sophocles’ earlier plays. Oedipus at Colonus was probably written 
between Oedipus Rex and Antigone. More accepted is that this was written towards the last years of his life.. 
vi Known as the Three Theban Plays (not a trilogy), 
vii Yakksha: the indigenous people who lived in Sri Lanka but they had been conquered after Vijaya become a 
rural of the country. 
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viii For example, a popular production and modern interpretation of Kuweanie by Henry Jayaseana 
ix Medea is always seen as a barbarian being non-Greek and Euripides stresses this in many ways in the play, 
Similarly, though Kuweni is the native of Lanka, she is neglected as a barbarian in the Sri Lankan history started 
from victories Vijaya, who is the outsider but later consider as a starter of the nation according to the historical 
records of Mhahawansha  
x   There were five hundred and fifty five stories written that describe the pre-life of Buddha Gotham   in the   
Buddhist literature as Pansiya Panas Jathakaya. 

 
xii Gopalu yakku refer to local devils for cattle or cows. 
xiii  The starting part of the traditional Sanskrit play. 
xiv Most of Sinhala folk songs were structured as synchronizing the rhythmic sound of beginning or end words in 
each line. 
xv A Buddhist chant  
xvi Folk songs used during some ritualistic occasions for devil dance or local god. 
xvii  Professors 
xviii The god for wine and who was honored in Greek festivals. 
xix   The king of gods in Buddhist literature.  
xx  A traditional theatre style in China 
xxi Nadagam theatre is moderate in that it is grounded in some Indian folk performance styles related to the 
Sanskrit dramatic performance style (Sarachchandra 1999: 158-160). 


